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Ido in Autismland opens a window into non-verbal autism through dozens of short, autobiographical essays
each giving new insights into autism symptoms, effective and ineffective treatments and the inner
psychological lifestyle of a severely autistic boy. He does not want to end up being viewed as an isolated
autistic exception with miraculously advanced cognitive and communication abilities. This resulted in the
quest to find a system of communication that he could use despite his impaired engine control. By using a
letter table, and today an iPad, Ido offers triumphed communicatively, enabling him to flourish in a normal
high school in every general education classes. Ido spent the 1st half of his existence locked internally,
alone, trapped in a remedial educational program that presumed he lacked the most basic comprehension,
and struggling to show the world that he understood everything. But at age seven, Ido was finally able to
show that he had an intact brain and could understand. But Ido has a larger goal. In his pithy essays, author
Ido Kedar, a brilliant sixteen year previous with autism, difficulties what he believes are misconceptions in
lots of theories that dominate autism treatment today while he simultaneously chronicles his personal
development in his struggles to conquer his restrictions. He wants people to see that a large number of
additional severely autistic people have the same capacity, but stay trapped and locked-in, as he was,
struggling to show their accurate capacities. These individuals desperately need brand-new theories and new
solutions to help them liberate too. Worth focusing on to neuro-researchers, educators, psychologists,
doctors, parents, friends, family and people with autism, Ido in Autismland will change our collective
knowledge of severe autism. PRAISE FOR Ido in Autismland
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First Autism Book I POSSIBLY COULD Relate To I am a parent of a kid with nonverbal autism which is
the first book I possibly could relate to. The best lesson I take out of this publication is certainly that, despite
seeming severely autistic, many - probably most - nonverbal people who have autism have intact thoughts,
but are trapped in a body that does not obey to perform the motor tasks, (such as speaking, pointing to
particular objects, etc), You will need this book! A lot of them have provided false hope and made me
experience extremely frustrated as a parent whose child didn't progress as significantly as others do to
therapies such as for example ABA, special diet plans, biomedical treatments, and an array of other
conventional therapies. It wasn't till we took our son to Soma, the same teacher Ido had to instruct him to
connect on a letter plank, that we noticed a glimpse of expect our son. Ido clearly explains, with huge insight
and maturity for such a young person, many of the features I observe in my son, but under no circumstances
understood- the inability to speak or control his actions, his impulsivity, self-stims, anxiousness, and
frustrations. So many myths regarding the intelligence and thinking of nonverbal people with autism are
challenged. ESSENTIAL READ and eyesight opener for all parents of nonspeaking autistic children For
parents of nonspeaking autistic children that is an eyes opener. This reserve showed me what I've suspected
all along, that the existing understanding about autism needs to be revised and criteria of autism treatment
must be more tailor made depending on whether a child provides speech or not really. He concisely reduces
his thoughts into manageable sections for active people. I also recommend this to all or any educators,
therapists, medical employees, and anyone else who touches children with autism. Thank you Ido and his
mother for writing this brave book! Ido expresses great theory of brain, (despite this supposedly being
absent in people who have autism), and shows his knowing of others' feelings. And his perception and
insight are profound. I have a new wish. I recommend this publication for familes who have children with
autism, specifically those with nonverbal autism or those whose wish is faltering. He assists the reader to
understand the down sides and struggles connected with having autism, which clarifies some of the
inexplicable behaviors often observed by experts. He actually gives neuro-typicals an insider's look at of
what it feels as though to possess autism. He also helps professionals understand some of the negative and
potentially harmful interventions that people implement 'in their finest interest' because we know greatest
from our education and encounter. Must-read for everyone. Personally i think enlightened and have
apologized to the individuals on my caseload and have been functioning diligently to boost my
understanding, tolerance, and behavior management assistance. Working with Soma and seeing the success
of 1 of her students (there are many more out there) renews my hope and provides me a passion to keep
striving for my child to communicate also to learn beyond the preschool curriculum most non verbal kids are
forced to endure. You are producing a positive impact on the lives of therefore many! On our end we began
the method 1 year ago (almost even today) and it's been life changing for our now 17-year outdated boy and
for us. We discovered that he is smart and very resilient. He was in prison for the 1st 16 years of his life but
under no circumstances lost faith that one day he will break free. He is describing a lot of things that Ido
talks about.Note 1: this method is NOT facilitated conversation. There is absolutely no contact between the
"communication partner" and the pupil. And yes it is a method you can be qualified on and make use of in
lifestyle at home.Notice 2: there is verbal prompting in the beginning in this method and then the prompts
are fadedNote 3: if you want to find out more on the method Google: Spelling To Communicate S2C
Elizabeth Vosseler and you may find her web site Growingkidstherapy. Best reserve ever for understanding
nonverbal autism Such a MUST read for anybody who works with or supports nonverbal people who have
autism. Through typing on an ipad, Ido tells the world that there is an extremely smart person, with the same
expectations and dreams for his existence as anyone else his age group. He provides insight into why some
people on the autism spectrum behave in the ways we see. Must-read for anyone working in the field of
autism As a behavior consultant working exclusively with individuals with developmental disabilities, I've
read a large number of books written by people with autism. I completely believe Ido's writings, as recently

my own son learned expressing himself on a keyboard. Most importantly though, Ido and his mother show
us it's possible for our child to get a meaningful life where real communication is achievable without having
to speak. Ido can be seen on YouTube typing individually, for individuals who cannot believe in his
abilities. I have amassed a big library of books on autism since my son was diagnosed 7 years ago. As a
professional, it had been a little unpleasant to discover myself in some of the intervention methods pressured
upon him by the experts in his life. This book was life-changing in how I viewed my autistic son and his
therapies. Beyond amazing! Amazing book! Each and every time I read a book on Autism my eyes are
opened a lot more. I simply ordered TWO extra books after completing mine to provide to my daughters
particular needs teachers. Many thanks Ido! Good book As described. Can make you cry, will provide you
with hope I have a child with level 1 ASD. He doesn't have most of the same difficulties as Ido, but Idos
insights and applying for grants some of the same options I have to make as his parents do when he was my
sons age group have definitely helped me to know what to consider and decide on methods to help my boy
thrive in your society. Highly recommend this book!! I highly recommend this book to all or any autistics,
their family, teachers, therapists and doctors. As a instructor and communication partner, it provides helped
me to raised understand my college students, their requirements and my function in how I can assist them.
Thank you, Ido, for having the courage to share your individual story. Ido will tell you how it feels to
maintain his shoes every day and how the letter board method took him out of his silence....... My toddler is
definitely nonverbal and this book confirmed so a lot of things I believed and I learned SO much!... and I've
go through sooo many. Thank you for sharing your life with me. Ido - you've just joined my bucket set of
people I want to meet. Your insight assists me with children that I work with with ASD. Ido's writing is
quite quick and easy to learn. One day I will be teaching RPM and the days of ABA will become only a
stepping stone to make it happen and then only a memory. Ido gives us a MUST READ.. Inspiring and
encouraging. This is an excellent book. I think it really is worthwhile for anyone to read, even if you have no
idea anyone with autism, since it will motivate you to live your best despite the difficulties in your life. This
reserve offers been the most useful of most of them to me both professionally and personally. A friend with
non-speaking/non-composing autism recommended this reserve if you ask me. Reading about the author’s
struggle in his personal words was extremely moving, frequently to the idea of tears.
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